Resources

**Full Stack Data Engineering with Python**

Thanks for watching the session! Here are a few resources that are particularly relevant to what we covered:

- Code Along With Us!
- Slides
- [COURSE] Working with HDF5 files is covered in Introduction to Importing Data in Python
- [CAREER TRACK] Data Engineer in Python
- [CODE ALONG] Getting Started with Data Pipelines for ETL
- [WEBINARS] How Data Science Powers Space Exploration & Earth Science
- [PODCAST] The Deep Learning Revolution in Space Science

Don’t Forget! —

**Sign up for our Future Events**

**Subscribe to the DataFramed podcast**

**New to DataCamp?**

- Learn on the go using the [DataCamp mobile app](https://www.datacamp.com)
- Empower your business with world-class data and AI skills with [DataCamp for businesses](https://www.datacamp.com)